Strain-sensitive Ba x Sr 1−x TiO 3 perovskite systems are widely used because of their superior nonlinear dielectric behaviors. In this research, new heterostructures including paraelectric Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 (BSTO) and ferroelectric BaTiO 3 (BTO) materials were epitaxially fabricated on flexible muscovite substrate. Through simple bending, the application of mechanical force can regulate the dielectric constant of BSTO from −77 to 36% and the channel current of BTO-based ferroelectric field effect transistor by two orders. The detailed mechanism was studied through the exploration of phase transition and determination of band structure. In addition, the phase-field simulations were implemented to provide theoretical support. This research opens a new avenue for mechanically controllable components based on high-quality oxide heteroepitaxy.
INTRODUCTION
In solids, the periodic configuration of atoms is a consequence of energy minimization. The involved atoms and corresponding arrangements determine the properties of materials. Therefore, dynamically tuning the periodicity of atom arrangements, or strain application, is a fundamental approach to tune the functionalities of materials. According to the literature, several approaches have been developed to impose strain on materials. As early as the 1970s, scientists have applied a hydrostatic pressure (1-3) (up to 70 kbar) to the Fe 2 SiO 4 lattice and observed the shift of diffraction peaks through x-ray analysis, delivering a direct evidence of lattice alteration by external force. Moreover, external stimuli such as magnetic field, electric field, and light illumination can also induce a change of lattice attributed to the effects of magnetostriction, electrostriction, and photostriction. For instance, a giant magnetic field is widely used to change the lattice of Heusler alloys (4-6) to trigger magnetic shape memory effect, and electric field is commonly applied to alter the phases of ferroelectric materials such as PbTiO 3 -based (7) and BiFeO 3 -based (8) materials, resulting in large piezoelectric effects. The phenomenon of photostriction is widely observed in various types of materials such as ferroelectrics, polar and nonpolar semiconductors, and organic-based materials (9) , leading to a size alteration of samples. However, currently, there is no applicable method to apply mechanical force to materials since the application of hydrostatic pressure cannot be implemented in a device form. This concept in principle can be realized by mechanical bending because it is the simplest way to cause material deformation. Such a method requires the mechanical flexibility of materials. Besides, to ensure that the strain can be imposed without the absorption by defect formation, high-quality materials such as single crystals or epitaxial films are preferred. However, most single crystals cannot be bent mechanically. Thus, there are two critical requirements for the desired architecture: high mechanical flexibility (10) and the ability of epitaxial growth (11) . In search of suitable substrate to build up heterostructures, two-dimensional (2D) layered oxide muscovite (12) is an eligible candidate due to the fact that it has superior mechanical flexibility with high melting point (~1260° to 1290°C). In the past researches, the capability of epitaxial growth on muscovite via van der Waals epitaxy has been demonstrated on various kinds of materials (13) (14) (15) (16) with excellent mechanical flexibility. To acquire the modulation of material properties, functional material with large strain susceptibility is needed. Among them, nonlinear dielectric material is selected because of the strong coupling between lattice structure and properties, such as dielectric constant and ferroelectric polarization (17) . If a strain can be applied to the lattice, then it can change the ability of charge storage and the magnitude of ferroelectric polarization. In this way, signals can be controlled in an electrical component by mechanical bending, delivery of a simple method to control material properties, and modulation of corresponding device functionalities (18) . Among traditional nonlinear dielectrics, nontoxic perovskite Ba x Sr 1−x TiO 3 systems (19) (20) show high sensitivity to strain application. Thus, in this study, paraelectric Ba 0.5 Sr 0.5 TiO 3 (BSTO) and ferroelectrics BaTiO 3 (BTO) were selected as model systems to exhibit the control by mechanical bending.
Typically, a strain can be applied to perovskite lattice through the fabrication on a substrate with lattice mismatch or a change of process temperature to tune its ground state permanently (21) . However, in our demonstration, we show the ability of dynamically tuning ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase transition of Ba x Sr 1−x TiO 3 system to modulate the corresponding dielectric and ferroelectric properties via mechanical bending. In addition to the bending study of BTO and BSTO capacitors, a focus on the application of this effect was carried out. A ferroelectric field effect transistor (FeFET) (22) (23) (24) with the mechanically controllable feature was built up on the basis of BTO with high-mobility Al-doped ZnO (AZO) (25) (26) (27) as a semiconductor layer. Capacitance-voltage (CV), polarization-voltage (PV), and currentvoltage (IV) measurements were used to characterize the dielectric constant of BSTO, the ferroelectric properties of BTO, and the channel current of FeFET, respectively, to study the bending effect on BSTO capacitor and BTO FeFET. The change of lattice under bending can be observed through Raman spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to highlight the influence of BTO polarization on the electronic structure in the semiconductor AZO layer under different bending conditions.
RESULTS
As shown in the schematics of Fig. 1A , both BSTO capacitor and BTO FeFET systems were fabricated on muscovite substrates. Epitaxial AZO, BSTO, and BTO layers were built on (001) native muscovite with epitaxial SrRuO 3 (SRO) layer as the bottom electrode. Perovskite SRO is a suitable electrode because it presents a small lattice misfit to BTO, superior chemical compatibility, and good metallicity. To promote the SRO growth on muscovite, a seeding layer of CoFe 2 O 4 (CFO) was inserted (28) . All these advantages lead to the feature of heteroepitaxy on muscovite with superior crystallinity. Figure 1B displays the heterostructure of AZO/BTO/SRO/CFO/muscovite grown by pulsed laser deposition. The details of growth conditions can be found in Materials and Methods. The structural characteristics were examined by x-ray diffraction. Figure 1C shows a typical out-of-plane -2 scan of the AZO/BTO/SRO/CFO/muscovite heterostructure. Only muscovite (00 L), AZO(00 L), BTO(111), and SRO(111) diffraction peaks were detected, indicating high crystalline quality of the heterostructure without secondary phases. However, the thickness of the CFO seeding layer is too thin to detect. The crystal quality of each layer was characterized by the rocking curve measurement that uses a tiny swinging  angle to scan the heterostructure. The critical information of crystallinity was obtained and resulted in the full width at half maximum of ~4°, ~2.4°, and ~1.4° for AZO(002), BTO(111), and SRO(222) peaks (Fig. 1D) , respectively. Furthermore, the -scans of AZO(101), SRO(002), BTO(002), and muscovite (202) were used to determine the in-plane orientation relationship as shown in Fig. 1E . Muscovite (202) originally presents a twofold symmetry due to its monoclinic tilting angle between a and c axes ( = 100°). Therefore, the observation of three muscovite (202) peaks at every 120° intervals indicated that there are three different configurations corresponding to an alternating stacking sequence of muscovite. A similar result can be observed on BTO(002) as well. Perovskite BTO has a threefold symmetry along the (111) orientation, and thus the presence of six peaks in the -scan of (002) at 60° intervals revealed the coexistence of two sets of domains in the BTO layer. The top semiconductor AZO layer is a hexagonal wurtzite structure that has a sixfold symmetry along the (002) orientation, so the presence of 12 peaks in the -scan of (101) at 30° intervals revealed the coexistence of two sets of domains in the AZO layer. On the basis of the XRD results, the epitaxial relationship of the heterostructure can be determined as (002) AZO Fig. 1B . To examine the microstructure and interface quality on the heteroepitaxy of AZO/BTO/SRO/CFO/ mica, we characterized the interfaces of the heterostructure by highresolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 1F shows the cross-sectional TEM images taken along [010] Mica zone axis, revealing sharp AZO/BTO, BTO/SRO, and SRO/CFO/Mica interfaces. The reciprocal lattices of the selected area diffraction patterns of AZO, BTO, SRO, and mica were clearly indexed. The consistency of epitaxial relationships with the XRD results is confirmed. On the basis of the results of XRD and TEM, a superior heteroepitaxy was delivered. Since BSTO is a solid solution of BTO and SrTiO 3 (STO), the similar structural information was obtained for BSTO system, and the corresponding information is included in the Supplementary Materials ( fig. S1 ). To ensure the application of strain by mechanical bending, we used muscovite substrate since they are mechanically flexible. Before the fabrication of heterostructure, a detailed analysis on the mechanical flexibility of muscovite substrate was performed. On the premise that no visible cracks or wrinkles on the surface of muscovite substrates can be found under the examination of optical microscope, we accumulated the experience of peeling layered muscovite substrate repeatedly and plotted the relationship between muscovite thickness and bending curvature. The result is shown in Fig. 2A , the y and x axes represent the thickness of muscovite substrate (millimeter) and the bending curvature (per millimeter), respectively. This result shows that the thinner the muscovite substrate is, the better the bending ability. In this study, the maximum of curvature is 0.285 mm −1 , so the thickness of muscovite substrate was fixed at ~0.015 mm to ensure that the component was still intact after many bending cycles.
Since the epitaxial feature has been confirmed, the attention now is paid to physical characteristics of the heterostructure. The key hypothesis is that through the mechanical bending, the strain can be imposed on the perovskite layer resulting in changes of BTO ferroelectricity and dielectric constant of BSTO. Thus, CV and PV measurements were carried out to characterize electrical properties under various bending conditions. For the BSTO heterostructure (200 nm in thickness), an electric field ranging from −300 to 300 kV/cm was scanned. At room temperature, uniformly mixed by BTO and STO, . (H) Raman spectra of the heterostructure at the temperature ranging from room temperature to 170°C.
the Curie temperature of BSTO film was approximately −30°C in the middle of the Curie point of BTO and the phase transition temperature of STO (105 K), presenting a paraelectric state. From the CV result, single peak appears at the zero electric field position. At unbent state (black line in Fig. 2B ), the dielectric constant can be regulated from 513 to 1280 when the electric field is applied between −300 and 300 kV/cm (Fig. 2B) . On the basis of the conventional definition, the electrical tunability of BSTO capacitor is about 60 to 70%. This value is consistent with those found in the literatures (29), confirming high quality of the heterostructure. Unexpectedly, except regulated by electric field, the dielectric constant was raised and declined under the positive and negative bending curvatures. According to the result, a systematic change of BSTO dielectric constant under mechanical bending was observed. The tunability of dielectric constant under bending was defined as the formula
where  r (Unbent) is the permittivity without mechanical bending and  r (Bending) is the permittivity under mechanical bending. This formula compares the status of unbent and bending and highlights the ratio of dielectric constant change. The change of dielectric constant as a function of curvature was extracted and shown in Fig. 2C . The dielectric constant of BSTO was altered nonlinearly from −77 to 36%. The sign of tunability depends on the bending modes. A flex-in mode (compressive strain) leads to a negative sign, and the flex-out mode (tensile strain) results in a positive change. This shows that the amount of charge that can be stored by this dielectric material can be tuned due to the stretching of lattice structure. The same experiment was carried out on the capacitor made of BTO layer. The results of CV measurement are shown in Fig. 2D . The dielectric constant of BTO layer was characterized to be approximately from 330 to 380 at a different bending curvature. However, more attention was paid to the ferroelectric behaviors. The black curve demonstrates a butterfly shape with double-peak feature that represents a ferroelectric state with an indication of the coercive field at 0.5 V. When a curvature of 0.2 mm −1 was achieved on this heterostructure, double peaks of the butterfly shape become closer, suggesting that the ferroelectric polarization was weakened. At the 0.285-mm −1 curvature, no matter under flex-in or flex-out bending, the butterfly double peaks were superimposed as a single peak, implying the transformation into a general paraelectric state. The corresponding phenomenon also appears in the PV measurement as shown in Fig. 2E . The black line is the result of the unbent state. The maximum saturated polarization is 18.8 C/cm 2 and begins to decrease at the 0.13-mm −1 curvature. The saturated polarization is reduced to 5.14 C/cm 2 at the 0.285-mm −1 curvature. A 72.6% change of the polarization was detected from the unbent state to the bending of 0.285-mm −1 curvature. According to the CV and PV results, it can be known that under mechanical bending, the ferroelectric state of BTO layer gradually disappears and turns into a paraelectric phase. All the behaviors can be restored after the heterostructure was flattened, indicating that the nonlinear dielectric properties are controllable and repeatable under mechanical bending, implying a great potential for practical applications.
To find more evidence on the bending effect, we carried out the temperature-dependent CV measurements under different bending curvatures to observe the alteration of the ferroelectric phase. It should be noticed that, in this temperature-dependent CV measurement, the polarization observed is along the out-of-plane direction. The critical temperature is called the transition temperatures of P z in this study. According to the results (Fig. 2F) , the transition temperature of BSTO (red line) was 247 K at the unbent state and changed to 143 K under the curvature of 0.2 mm −1
. On the BTO part (blue line), the transition temperature changed from 435 to 372 K under the curvature at 0.285 mm
Whether it is tensile or compressive strain, the transition temperature of P z was in a downward trend. This phenomenon suggested the transition temperature can be altered in both BSTO and BTO systems.
The phenomenon that mechanical bending can alternate ferroelectric properties was confirmed through multimeasurement. In tradition, temperature-dependent Raman spectroscopy is an excellent tool to study the phase transition of ferroelectric materials. From the previous studies, the Raman spectrum of BTO shows different intensity under varied lattice structures as a function of temperature (30) (31) . Thus, Raman spectroscopy on the heterostructure under mechanical bending was carried out. Among the vibration modes of BTO, the Raman shift located at 518 cm −1 represents a critical phonon vibration peak to determine the tetragonal phase of BTO. On the basis of the intensity of this peak, it can be estimated whether the BTO ferroelectric phase exists. In Fig. 2G , at the unbent state (black line), the signal of BTO tetragonal phase has a relatively strong intensity. While at the bending state, the peak intensity at 520 cm −1 was substantially reduced. The intensity of this peak became lower with an increase of the curvature, indicating the structure change of BTO lattice. The transformation from tetragonal to cubic structures directly leads to the weakening of the ferroelectric phase. More notable is that after the heterostructure was flattened, the peak value showed a significant rebound. Meanwhile, the Raman measurement at variable temperatures ranging from 28° to 170°C was implemented to observe the change of ferroelectric signature. As shown in Fig. 2H , the upper black line shows that the BTO layer at room temperature has a remarkable tetragonal structure. When the temperature rises between 130° and 170°C, the tetragonal structure begins to change into cubic, and the result is consistent to the one in the bending measurement. A more detailed analysis for the Raman results is included in fig. S2 . Through this series of measurements, it can be confirmed that the BTO structure during the bending process can cause a structural transformation, leading to a reduction of the out-of-plane ferroelectric polarization. The Raman result highlights that the symmetry is increased during bending and leads to a decrease of the polarization. The result can be recovered to the flattened state after bending since the peak intensity can also return to the original state. This phenomenon delivers a direct evidence on the modulation of ferroelectric state by mechanical bending.
To further investigate the behaviors of BSTO and BTO layers under the mechanical bending, we have carried out a set of the phase-field simulations (32) . Assuming that the bending radius is significantly larger than the thickness of the simulated system, a linear approximation can be used to describe the depth-dependent in-plane strain
Where H and R represent the thickness of substrate and the bending radius, respectively. The direction of stretching or compressing is assigned along y direction. Such a distribution of external stress is illustrated in Fig. 3A .
For BSTO films, the simulated out-of-plane dielectric constant and tunability under positive and negative bending directions are shown in Fig. 3 (B and C) , along with the change in tunability versus bending curvature shown in Fig. 3D . It could be seen from the results that different bending directions have opposite effects on tuning the magnitudes of out-of-plane permittivity and tunability. Bending with a positive curvature increases the permittivity, and negative curvatures correspond to decrease of permittivity, which shows the same tendency with the experimental results. For BTO films, simulations are carried out to study the change in polarization under a direct current (DC) bias E z = 80 kV/cm with various bending curvatures. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 (E and F) . For all cases simulated, magnitudes of P 1 ′ are negligible and not shown in the figures. It could be seen from the figure that the magnitude of out-of-plane component of polarization ( | P 3 ′ | ) drops when bending curvature arises (i.e., when a smaller bending radius is applied), regardless of the bending direction, which also corresponds qualitatively to the tendency observed in the experiments. Thermodynamic calculations were performed to understand the decrease in the phase transition temperature under both flex-in and flex-out modes. Figure 3G shows the uniaxial strain versus temperature phase diagram, where the compressive and tensile uniaxial strains are induced by bending up and down the mica substrate, respectively. In the phase diagram, the ferroelectric phases under high-strain magnitudes (M1 and M3 phases) occupy a comparably low out-of-plane polarization component, while the most stable phases under low external strains (R and M2) come with a large out-of-plane polarization component. The reduced polarization component along z direction under large strains also indicates an enhanced symmetry along the out-of-plane direction. When finding the maxima of the out-of-plane dielectric constant in the experiments, only the z component of polarization can be monitored. The phase boundaries of M1 to R and M3 to M2 are defined by the emergence of z component of the polarization. As a result, the measured  zz maxima actually reflect the phase transitions from ferroelectric M1 to R and M3 to M2 rather than the paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition. From the phase diagram, it can be seen that transition temperature of M1 to R decreases with compressive strain, and the transition temperature of M3 to M2 decreases with tensile strain. This explains that the experimentally observed transition temperatures of P z are decreased for both flex-in and flex-out modes.
To show an amplification that the ferroelectric state of BTO layer can be changed to the paraelectric state, the semiconductor AZO 
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layer was grown on top of the BTO layer. This design can convert a simple tunable ferroelectric capacitor to a mechanically controllable transistor. According to the CV and PV measurements, it can be known that the polarization intensity of BTO was gradually weakened under mechanical bending. This behavior should affect the electron concentration in the n-type semiconductor AZO layer, implying a possibility of modulating the source to drain current (I D ) in the AZO layer. The schematic of the device was shown in Fig. 4A . In terms of the electrical measurement, where the I D was measured under a gate voltage (V G ) from −1 to 6 V with a 3-V drain voltage (V D ). As shown in Fig. 4B , a two-order change on the ratio of on/off current was observed, suggesting that the carriers in the channel can be controlled by the V G effectively. A counterclockwise I D -V G curve hysteresis indicates the ferroelectric conversion behavior from the BTO layer but different to the clockwise curve responsible for flash memory devices. The bending result is also shown in the same figure (Fig. 4A) . The I D started decreasing, while the bending curvature of the heterostructure was varied from 0 to 0.285 mm −1 . The drop caused by mechanical bending was about two orders. The on-state current under the opposite bending direction (flex-in) is shown in Fig. 4C . Same as the tensile bending, the decreasing tendency can also be observed under compressive bending. The I D was measured under the same condition as the flex-out measurement, and the on-state current is changed from 1.92 × 10 −7 to 3.64 × 10 −8 under 0.285-mm −1 curvature. To highlight the decrease of I D , we recorded the ratio of bending/ unbent current, as shown in Fig. 4D . Both compressive and tensile bending can decrease the on-state current. However, the strain effect was more obvious under tensile bending. To ensure the reliability of this phenomenon, we performed several rounds of measurements after 1000 bending-flatten cycles, and the result is shown in Fig. 4E . The ratio between the on-state current at the flattened state and the flex-out state with a 0.285-mm −1 bending radius remains the same. This result delivers that the flexible FeFET fabricated on a muscovite substrate shows high reliable application value. Last, to confirm that the change of the on-state current is caused by the tunable intensity of the polarization in BTO layer, we also fabricated AZO on a paraelectric BSTO. The I D -V G curve is shown in Fig. 4F , and there was no gap in the on-state current between the unbent and bending states in the AZO/BSTO transistor. According to Fig. 4 (B to F) , it can be sure that AZO/BTO/SRO/muscovite is a mechanically controllable transistor.
On the basis of the macroscopic evidence, the polarization density of BTO could be manipulated by mechanically bending. In addition, to confirm the local polarization change of BTO layer and the influence on AZO layer, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) were used. In our measurement, we detected the exact same area in the AZO/BTO/SRO/CFO/ mica sample to compare the average amplitudes under the flattened state and at the flex-out state with a 0.285-mm −1 bending curvature. The details are shown in the Supplementary Materials. To investigate local polarization under the flex-out mode with a 0.285-mm −1 bending curvature, we explored the out-of-plane polarization switching pattern by scanning conductive tips as shown in Fig. 5A . The initial poling was carried out by applying a −9-V tip bias on a 5 m 2 by 5 m 2 area, followed by applying an +8.6-V tip bias on a concentric 3 m 2 by 3 m 2 area, and also followed by applying a −9-V tip bias on a concentric 1 m 2 by 1 m 2 area enclosed within the previous one. After the poling process, the local reversal of the BTO polarization direction could be observed by the out-of-plane phase contrast shown in Fig. 5A , although the BTO film is beneath the AZO layer. The topography and amplitude signal were also extracted simultaneously and are shown in the Supplementary Materials. The amplitude in PFM measurement reveals the strength of polarization, which could be further calculated to extract local piezoelectric constant d 33 . From the average of amplitude signal in the 3 m 2 by 3 m 2 area and the relative PFM strength with the standard sample, the calculated local effective d 33 was about 40.79 pm/V under the flex-out mode with a 3.5-mm bending radius. Note that, in the same area of AZO/BTO/ SRO/CFO/mica samples under the flattened circumstance, the average d 33 was increased to 56.51 pm/V. Evidently, the decrease of average d 33 value under bending displays the weakening effect on BTO polarization by mechanical bending process, which is consistent with the FeFET results. On the other hand, the charge trapping on surface after poling also displays the same behavior. Figure 5B displays the KPFM results on the flex-out state with a 0.285-mm −1 bending curvature measured right after the PFM experiment. The potential change between P up and P down area reflects the injected electron attracted by positive-bound charges in the area of BTO upward polarization. Note that, in n-type AZO, the lowering of energy diagram due to polarization-bound charges causes higher carrier concentration, known as the on-state in FeFET, and the potential difference in KPFM reveals that the carrier concentration transforms between on and off state spatially. Significantly, compared with the flattened condition, we also observed potential difference shrinks under the state with a 0.285-mm −1 bending curvature, which shows the shrinkage of carrier concentration ( fig. S3 ). This local KPFM combined with PFM results are again consistent with the electrical measurements, and the surface potential change in AZO is the key to the reduction of the on-state I D by mechanical bending.
To obtain more insights, the determination of band structure is very crucial. In the heterostructure, the position of the Fermi level in the AZO layer should be modulated by the ferroelectric polarization of BTO layer. Such an effect should change the binding energy of the AZO layer. To acquire the band structure in the heterostructure, we conducted high-resolution XPS in the National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC). The measurement was divided into two parts. In the first part, we investigated the effect of BTO polarization direction on the electronic structure of the AZO layer. Control of the polarization direction of the BTO layer to be up or down was implemented through a poling process by PFM. The binding energies of Zn in the top AZO semiconductor layer and Ba in the ferroelectric BTO layer were measured as shown in Fig. 5C . After the alignment of the Ba binding energy (779.9 eV) in the spectra, the core-level electron (CL) of Zn 2p shows the peaks at 1021.5 and 1021.0 eV in the configurations of up and down polarized BTO layer, respectively. For n-type AZO semiconductor, the rise of Zn 2p binding energy represents the increase of carrier concentration and results in higher conductivity since the Fermi level is shifted closer to the conduction band. As the result, the polarization direction of BTO can change the binding energy of the AZO layer at around 0.5 eV. The second part of the XPS measurement was focused on investigating the change of band structure under the bending test (Fig. 5D) . Same as before, the Zn 2p binding energy CL (black line) was 1021.6 eV after an alignment of the Ba binding energy to 779.2 eV. After applying tensile strain to the heterostructure through sticking the heterostructure on the bending stage with a flex-out 0.285-mm −1 bending curvature, CL (red line) of the Zn 2p binding energy fell to 1021.2 eV, suggesting a decrease of carrier concentration and a modulation on the conductivity of the AZO layer by mechanical bending. Note that CL of the binding energy of Zn 2p went back to 1021.6 eV (blue line), which is close to the original result when the film was flattened after bending. The E VBO of AZO can be determined according to the above result and is built in schematic diagrams of Fig. 5 (E and F) . The E VBO in the unbent state was 0.1 eV and under the bending state was −0.3 eV. The alternation of E VBO was due to the redistribution of charge carriers in the AZO/BTO interface. The as-grown BTO that contained the upward polarization attracts more carriers in AZO than bending so that the value of E VBO decreases by 0.4 eV. This result delivered the evidence on the modulation of AZO semiconductor layer by ferroelectric polarization under mechanical bending.
DISCUSSION
In this work, the flexible oxide heteroepitaxial capacitor and FeFET composed by the paraelectric BSTO, ferroelectric BTO, and semiconducting AZO layers were fabricated on a 2D muscovite substrate with the identification of epitaxial relationship. The BSTO capacitor demonstrated high tunability (−77.8 to 34%) of dielectric constant under mechanical bending. Without the AZO layer, the experiments on BTO/SRO/Mica sample showed a decrease on the magnitude of BTO ferroelectric polarization at different bending radii. In the FeFET part, the ratio of on/off current can reach a two-order-of-magnitude change and exhibit the counterclockwise I D -V D curve attributed to the BTO ferroelectricity. When it was bent at a 0.285-mm −1 curvature, the decline was approximately equal to the amount of two orders. The results of XPS and Raman spectroscopy, together with the phasefield simulation, deliver the critical insights of the mechanism. We are confident that the FeFET based on the heteroepitaxy on muscovite can become a flexible and tunable electronic component through simple mechanical bending. This brand new breakthrough provides a promising path for future applications of mechanically tunable technology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
Epitaxial BSTO/SRO and AZO/BTO/SRO heterostructures were fabricated on (001) native muscovite substrate using a multitarget laser molecular beam epitaxy system equipped with a high-vacuum chamber up to 10 −7 torr. The polycrystalline oxide AZO, BSTO, BTO, and SRO targets were prepared by solid-state reaction of powders. Muscovite (001) substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, methanol, isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water. The cleaned substrate was loaded into the processing chamber immediately to minimize possible contaminations. A KrF excimer laser ( = 248 nm; Lambda Physik) was operated at a 10-Hz repetition rate and energy density of 1 J/cm 2 . The deposition process was carried out in the condition of 110 mtorr and 300°C for 50 nm of AZO, 100 mtorr and 720°C for 200 nm of BTO and 400 nm of BSTO, 80 mtorr and 680°C for 100 nm of SRO, and 50 mtorr and 650°C for 20 nm of CFO. Last, Pt film was then deposited at room temperature and patterned into the source/drain electrodes by radiofrequency sputter method.
Bending measurements
A strict packaging process that can fix this flexible electrical component tightly on the brass-made bending stage to confirm the strain was directly applied to the heterostructure. During the bending measurement, any optical cracks and wrinkles were not allowed to appear on the surface of the heterostructures. In this study, a glue was used to seal the edges of the heterostructures, providing a strong connection of the heterostructure. This is the key to impose the strain to the heterostructure. The schematic diagram of fixed edge and loose edge under bending measurement is shown in fig. S4 .
X-ray diffraction
XRD experiments were performed on the Bruker D8 Discover XRD System, which uses Cu K  x-ray to obtain the 2- scan along normal direction and the -scans at room temperature.
Transmission electron microscopy
The films-substrate interface microstructure was observed by field emission TEM. Cross-sectional samples were prepared by a standard ion-milling technique. Microstructural investigations were done on a JEOL JEM-F200.
Electrical properties
The electrical characterization was performed in a physical property measurement system (Quantum Design). The relative dielectric constant and ferroelectric properties of the BTO thin films were analyzed from −2 to 2 V with 100 mV of alternating voltage (AV) frequency and 100 kHz of AC frequency using a semiconductor analyzer (B1500A, Agilent Technologies) under room temperature. The PV measurement was performed under 100 mV of AV voltage, 5 kHz of AC frequency, and the voltage was measured from 30 to −30 V. The current-voltage properties of the flexible ferroelectric transistor were measured through a semiconductor parameter analyzer (B1500A, Agilent Technologies). High thermal conductivity double-sided copper tape was used to adhere the heterostructures on the copper-bending platform and measure the alterations of Curie point.
Raman scattering
The variable temperature Raman spectra were captured by a confocal backscattering-based detection in ambient environment with a spectrometer (iHR550, HORIBA Jobin Yvon) and a 532-nm solidstate laser as the excited source (in continuous operation). A 100× objective lens (numerical aperture = 0.95) was used with a focused spot size ~3 m 
Where L is the kinetic coefficient, and P i is the ith component of polarization in the x coordinate system. The total free energy F is written as
Where f Landau , f grad , f elec , and f elas represent the Landau, polarization gradient, electric, and elastic energy densities, respectively. The Landau energy is given by the Landau polynomial f Landau = a 1 ( P 1 (34) . These coefficients are composition dependent; therefore, BSTO and BTO films could be modeled with the same infrastructure.
With Einstein's notation, which requires summation over all possible values of indices appeared in pairs, the elastic energy density is written as
Where ϵ ij is the total strain. The eigenstrain ϵ ij 0 describes the relative lattice parameter changes during ferroelectric phase transition under the stress-free boundary condition. The local eigenstrain is related to local polarization through ϵ ij 0 (x ) = Q ijkl P k (x ) P l (x) with the electrostrictive coefficients Q ijkl representing the degree of coupling between the polarization and the lattice degrees of freedom in ferroelectrics. The electric energy density is given by
Where E is the electric field and  is the background dielectric constant. The gradient energy density is
Where G ijkl are gradient energy coefficients.
PFM and KPFM
PFM and KPFM results were obtained by an MFP-3D scanning probe microscope (SPM) system (Asylum Research, CA, USA) with typical conductive tips (Olympus OSCM-PIT, Pt/Ir coating; f = 60 to 100 kHz, k = 1 to 5 N/m). The dimensions of the tip such as its stiffness, radius, and sharpness are significant to high-resolution SPM studies (35) (36) .
To increase the PFM signal-to-noise ratio, we used dual AC resonance tracking method (37) , and the tip was driven by an AC voltage of 1 V at each PFM measurement (contact resonance frequency ≈ 250 kHz).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS is a powerful tool to in situ-probe the electronic structure of AZO/BTO nanostructure. A commercial "SPECS PHOIBOS 150 analyzer" is used to measure the XPS spectra. Measurements were performed at the NSRRC in Hsinchu, Taiwan at photon energies of 1487 eV. All measurements were carried out at room temperature.
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